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Working with IMC Learning Suite Becomes
More Flexible and Intuitive
IMC Learning Suite

With Release 14, IMC Introduces the Latest Version of its Learning
Management System

Saarbrücken, 14 May 2019 Version 14 is out of the box! IMC AG presents the latest version of its Learning
Management System (LMS) to international customers and prospects in May 2019. With the new release of the
IMC Learning Suite, it is now even easier to create and manage individual learning paths. Additionally, the
Learning Suite sports a new, modern design and improved user experience. In particular, the options for flexible
adaptations and configuration options have been improved and expanded.
Making education and training as simple as possible: this is the mission that drives IMC. "We want to offer a
learning experience that truly meets the requirements and needs of learners. That is why it was particularly
important for us to create a user-centric system that better reflects highly complex processes and can be used
intuitively at the same time," says co-CEO Sven R. Becker, who is responsible for Sales, Marketing &
Communication and Content at IMC.
Dr. Wolfram Jost, IMC co-CEO for Product Development, confirms that this release once again sets the focus
on increased value for the customer: "Before we develop anything new, we always have to make a step towards
the customer and ask ourselves: Does this innovation benefit the customer? As part of IMC's 360-degree
strategy, which integrates all teaching and learning processes into the IMC Learning Suite, we focus even more
strongly on the user.”
Please find further information on IMC Learning Suite at www.im-c.com/lms
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About IMC
IMC a leading full-service provider for digital training. For 20 years, we have been continuously developing our
market experience. Today, more than 1,000 customers with over 5 million users trust in our holistic digital
training solutions.
Experts in the areas of training strategy, learning technologies and e-learning content work together as one at
IMC to provide comprehensive as well as tailor-made e-learning solutions. Originating as a university-spin-off at
the Saarland University we offer holistic support to companies, public institutions and educational facilities in
all sectors and of all sizes with the planning and implementation of digital training strategies.
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